
The fundamental theorem
of algebra

Chapter 19

It has been commented upon that the

"Fundamental theorem of algebra" is

not really fundamental, that it is not

necessarily a theorem since sometimes

it serves as a definition, and that in its
classical form it is not a result from

algebra, but rather from analysis.
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Ev bry nonc on st ant p olyno mi al with c omplex c o ffic i ents ha s qt le ast

one root in the field of complex numbers.

Gauss called this theorem, for which he gave seven proofs, the "fundamen-

tal theorem of algebraic equations." It is without doubt one of the mile-
stones in the history of mathematics. As Reinhold Remmert writes in his

pertinent survey: "It was the possibility of proving this theorem in the com-

plex domain that, more than anything else, paved the way for a general

recognition of complex numbers."

Some of the greatest names have contributed to the subject, from Gauss

and Cauchy to Liouville and Laplace. An article of Netto and Le Vasseur

lists nearly a hundred proofs. The proof that we present is one of the most

elegant and certainly the shortest. It follows an argument of d'Alembert
and Argand and uses only some elementary properties of polynomials and

complex numbers. We are indebted to France Dacar for a polisfred version

of the proof. Essentially the same argument appea$ also in the papers of
Redheffer [4] and Wolfenstein [6], and doubtlessly in some others.

We need three facts that one learns in a first-year calculus course.

(A) Polynomial functions are continuous.

(B) Any complex number of absolute value t has an m-th root for any

m)7.
(C) Cauchy's minimum principle: A continuous real-valued function / on

a compact set ,S assumes a minimum in S.

Now let p(z) : DT:, ckzk be a complex polynomial of degree n ) 1. As

the first and decisive step we prove what is variously called d'Alembert's
lemma or Argand's inequality.

Lemma. tf p(a) I 0, then every disc D around a contains an interior
point b wtth lp(b)l < lp(r) l.

I Proof. Suppose the disc D has radius -R. Thus the points in the interior
of D are of the form a * T.tr with lrl < fi. First we will show that by a
simple algebraic manipulation we may write p(a * tr) as

p(a * w) : p(a) I cw- (l * r(Trr)), (1)

rvhere c is a nonzero complex number, I I m I n, andr(ur) is a polyno-

mial of degree n - rn with r(0) : 0.
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Indeed, we have
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Now let m )- lbe the minimal index ri for which d; is different from zer

i"i 
" 
:"a-';d factor cwm ovtto obtain

P(o' + tu) : Plo) * cw*(\+ '('))'

): i :-:ilP,,,, d*il', 
ffi ii 

,ifli,],.:Tt 
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and r(0) : 0' we hav

;; ; ,: min(Pt'Pz) we have

tc'u-l < p(o)l and \r(tr)\ < 1' (2)

We come to our second ingredient' "'* t:::t"iililil;"t"i"ft'i ilH
H; -*#: :T.:'::Tffi HI|X;;;; :,( r",:'ug 

*u,
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,nf p(alt . 1p(o)1' First of

f Jt,lJ;1il.Til:i ::'''n' ^'a 
rurther bv ( 1)'

lp(b)l : lp(o +'tro)i : lp(o) + cwff(t1r("'o))1' (3)

Now we define a factor 6 bY

cw1 - ce^e*: -6n0": -dP(o)'

where bY (2) our 5 satisfies

lcl

With the triangle inequality we get for the right-hand term in (3)

lp(o) + cwff (r1 "(,,,0))l 
:: 

\lfl;IJ;Irri,,\"ilr,

and we are done'
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The rest is easy. Clearly, p(r)r-" approaches the leading coefficient c,
otp(z) as lzl goes to infinity. Hence lp(z)l goes to infinity as well with

lzl -- oo. Consequently, there exists Er > 0 such that lp/)l > lp(0)l for
all points z on the circle {z t lrl : -Ri}. Furthermore, our third fact (C)
tells us that in the compact set D1 : {z : lzl < i?r } the continuous real-
valued functionlp(z)l attains the minimum value at some point 20. Because
ot lp(z)l > lp(O)l for z on the boundary of D1, zs must lie in the interior.
But by d'Alembert's lemma this minimum value lp(zs)l must be 0 - and
this is the whole proof.
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"What's up this time?"

"Well, I'm shlepping
100 proofs for the
F undament al The o re m of Al g eb ra "

"Proofs from the Book:
one for the FundamentalTheorem,

one .for Quadratic Reciprocity ! "


